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Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our selected links. A Windows laptop in 2020 needs to do a lot more than a laptop had to do a few years ago. Whether you want a powerful, reliable, professional machine designed for business, or you want a fun machine
that folds fully over giving you the best of a laptop and tablet, there are plenty of specs to consider. But first, you'll need to decide if your Windows laptop is even the right operating system for you— if you prefer easier browsing and are part of the Google ecosystem, a more affordable Chromebook might work. The same goes for iPhone users and Apple fans who might prefer a Mac. If you're on the market
for a Windows laptop, it's best to start your budget. Are you ok with less power featuring dual-core processors that run at speeds as low as 1-1.5 GHz? If this is the case, you can get great value at the end of the budget market. If you need more power, you'll tend to find many more premium form factors with pixel density displays, touchscreen options, dedicated graphics cards, and more. Like some of the
most feature-rich gadgets on the market, laptops can be a little daunting, so our recommendation is to start by determining your primary use. If you want to use your PC to play games, you'll want a great display and a lot of energy, but you'll also spend more. If the focus is on a corporate computer, power is important, but a flashy display may not be needed. On the other hand, all-in-one computers with a
touchscreen can actually replace your tablet needs. Once you choose your end-use, research and the desired price range becomes much clearer. Read on for a few of our favorites in these different categories, and be sure to check out our guide by choosing the right laptop for you. Also make sure to check out our constantly updated guide to the best laptop deals going on right now, for great machines at
steep discounts. What we like Rich design details Fabulous 4K touchscreen What we don't like battery life could be better Adaptive brightness is distracting Dell XPS 13 has always been considered one of the best laptops on the market – and with the 2019 update, Dell has made a great device even better. With Intel's newest and largest chip, you'll have plenty of power and speed: an 8th generation Intel
Core i7-8565U whiskey Lake processor, up to 16GB of RAM, and a 256GB Solid State Drive. XPS also features a 13-inch display that can be upgraded to include a touchscreen and 4K resolution. At £2.7 and 0.3 to 0.46 inches thick, this laptop is sleek and lightweight. And while there are only two Thunderbolt 3 ports and a USB-C port, Testing was great to find a handy microSD slot. One of the biggest
complaints about the latest XPS model was the awkward location of the webcam. But Dell got the message - and the 2019 XPS model returns the webcam to upper frame. The downside is that you can no longer use facial recognition to sign in, but your laptop has a fingerprint reader on its power button that lets you sign in with a touch. The Dell XPS 13 doesn't just feel like a facsimile from other premium
competitions, and it's a distinctive edge that helps set it apart from the pack. - Andrew Hayward, Product Tester What we like quality Wide port range expandable storage and memory What we do not like dense and heavy dim, boring display Featuring vivid image and powerful processor , Acer Aspire E 15 is an affordable, high performance everyday computer. The 15.6-inch (1920 x 1080) Full HD
widescreen format is for both entertainment and work, and Acer TrueHarmony delivers crisp, high-quality audio whether you're listening to music, watching a show, or playing a game. The 8th Generation Intel Core i3 processor is paired with Intel Turbo Boost 2.0 for fast, smooth pc performance. With up to 13.5 hours of battery life and mu-mimo wireless antenna technology to help you maintain strong
wireless connectivity, the Aspire E is designed to suit what your schedule requires. Your laptop comes with both a USB 3.1 Type-C port and a USB 3.0 port that can continue to charge devices even when your laptop is turned off. What we like about the nearly 16 hour battery life Durable chassis 3-year warranty What we don't like Ethernet requires dongle High surface temperatures under load Working
laptop must be more functional than flashy, but the Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon rotates heads with elegance and its all-business performance. The soft-touch carbon fibre exterior gives it a sleek, premium look while being robust enough to pass a series of durability tests. Yet even with its high-quality build, the ultraportable laptop's 2.5-pound weight is lighter than many 13-inch competitors. It's slim and
also offers space for a wide selection of inputs, including two full-size USB-A 3.0 ports and two THUNDERBOLT 3 USB-C ports. Lenovo puts battery life at 15 hours, so it's definitely enough to last a working day. Moreover, with RapidCharge technology, you can fulfill most of this power over the lunch break. The 14 x1 Carbon display displays stunning images with 2560 x 1440 capability and high dynamic
range (HDR) support. HDR mode offers unique brightness and color, and it's a rare premium laptop feature. You can also choose a Full HD (1920 x 1080) touchscreen. The premium models feature an 8th generation Intel Core i7 quad-core processor, 16GB of ram and 1TB of SSD storage, but all configurations have more than enough power to handle large spreadsheets and additional productivity. You'll
also be comfortable with an excellent and responsive backlit keyboard while you work. ThinkPad's trademark red TrackPoint remains right in the middle for those accustomed to it as an alternative to What we like compact and lightweight audio Excellent battery life What we don't like about hp elitebook x360 is ideal for business managers who need enough power, safety and portability. The Zippy Intel Core
i5-8250U chip has enough processing power for business users, but you can also upgrade to a higher-end Intel Core i7-8650U processor with 16GB of RAM and a 512GB SSD. The 360-degree hinge lets you put your laptop's touchscreen back into tablet mode, making it easier to take notes or scroll through presentations. Graphics should look sharp and sharp on the 1080p display, but if you're editing
videos or photos, you can also buy an elitebook x360 with a 4K display. Since this laptop was made for businesses, there are some built-in security features for users, including some extra protection from malware and other cyber attacks. The Intel vPro processor comes with makes it easier for IT departments to remotely manage a laptop. You can even choose to get HP's SURE View feature, which limits
the screen field of view, making it harder for people to physically spy on. Overall, the HP EliteBook x360 is a 2-in-1 pc for business users. What we like Excellent Display Long Battery Life What we do not like Keyboard sells separately Limited ports When it comes to Windows 10 laptop / tablet hybrids, the best thing you will find is the Microsoft Surface Pro 7. The Surface Pro line has been here for a long
time, so what you'll find here most of the time is refinement. Like previous models, the Surface Pro 7 is a touchscreen tablet with a stand on the back, and if you connect a keyboard (such as a Surface Pro Type Cover), you can turn it into a sharp-looking laptop that also has a touchscreen. This version of the Surface Pro has a 12.3-inch 2,736 x 1824 resolution, a 5-megapixel front camera, an 8-megapixel
rearward-facing autofocus camera, dual microphones, and 1.6W stereo speakers with Dolby sound. It also has a top-of-the-line battery life that will last more than 10 hours of regular use. What we like Good battery life Fast CPU performance and GPU What we don't like gets hot when the load of missing OLED option dell XPS 13 2-in-1 ranges from high-end to super high end, depending on which of the four
possible configurations you choose. As a hybrid laptop/tablet, it is now one of the best available, especially considering all the improvements Dell has made in the iteration of 2019. Equipped with a 13.4-inch touchscreen with stunning 1920x1200 resolution and 16:10 aspect ratio, the XPS 2-in-1 offers consistently vivid visuals. At just under three pounds, it's also lighter than the Microsoft Surface, making it
slightly better for travel and comfort while holding in tablet mode. Configurations range from a first-generation Intel Core i3 processor to a muscular Core i7 with impressive integrated graphics to easily run some games and intense applications. The Core i3 has 4 GB of RAM and a 256 GB NVMe SSD. The mid-level Core i5 increases RAM to 8GB, while the Core i5 I7 configurations offer 16GB of RAM and
more powerful integrated graphics. Better, the Core i7 variant has an Ultra HD display and 512GB of storage. What we like the keyboard and touchpad are top-notch will remain cool under load What we do not like short battery life Lid attracts dust and fingerprints Asus welcomed a newbie to the domain of a Windows laptop, and this one favors portability and convenience. Ultratransitable at 2.3 pounds and
0.5-inches thick, the laptop stimulates the writing experience on the table thanks to its ErgoLift hinge, which allows the screen to tilt upwards by an inch and the keyboard to tilt at 5.5-degrees. This is supposed to make typing easier, increase speaker quality and create more air flow under the chassis. Asus has still managed to wrap some of today's top specs in a barely-there metal frame: the highest-end
option includes an Intel Core i7-855OU processor, Intel HD Graphics 620, 16GB of memory, and a 1TB SSD. A 50Wh lithium polymer battery lasts 13.5 hours on a single charge, and Tru2Life video technology enhances image contrast and sharpness for great-looking media streaming. While ZenBook S isn't the cheapest or even thinnest Windows laptop, its sophisticated design and vibrant color capabilities
make it a strong contender. What we like Premium design Excellent performance What we do not like the display could be brighter No 4K option Samsung Notebook 9 Pro is a powerful laptop full of features. It's a pro model of the Samsung 9 laptop, so it has enough power to handle professional editing programs and even some light games. But it also has a stylus, touchscreen and 360-degree hinge. This
makes it a versatile machine that has enough power for professionals, but with the portability of a light tablet. Under the hood, the Samsung 9 Pro 7 has a laptop. This is enough farmhouse for professional photographers and video editors. The laptop also comes with support for Windows ink, an extra outing for digital artists. Though heavier than it's non-Pro counterpart (Pro comes in at £4.8), the laptop still
has several features that are usually found in lightweight laptops and tablets, including an S-pen passive stylus, a touchscreen, and a full-range hinge that allows the keyboard to fold back into tablet mode. The stylus is the same model found on all Samsung phones and tablets — making the 9 Pro great for notes or doodling. An increasingly problematic factor with modern laptops is the waste heat, some
laptops can be incredibly hot under load. So if possible, check the reviews to see if your laptop of choice has received a stress test. - Alice Newcome-Beill, Associate Commerce Editor What we like Good battery life Excellent design What we do not like SLOT FOR SD CARDS is not included Subpar webcam Thin, light and elegant, Huawei Matebook X may not look like a working, but the laptop is as
powerful as it is portable. The metallic grey body weighs 2.93 pounds and measures just 0.57 inches. 4.4mm frames result in a 91 percent screen-to-body ratio for a 13.9-inch 3K touchscreen that also boasts 3000 x 2000 resolution for live graphics. The Windows 10 Home Signature Edition laptop doesn't have bloatware, resulting in performance up to 40 percent better than previous iterations. Whether
you're using between classes, meetings, or terminals, a 57.4 Wh battery can support up to 15 hours of web browsing and prevent you from having to encode your charger. The webcam on your keyboard only rises when the apps are used for added security, and the one-touch power button can power your PC and redirect you to Start in 7.8 seconds. Final verdict If you're in the market for a rock-solid laptop
with windows, the Dell XPS 13's top performer brings together a gorgeous 4K display with excellent hardware specs. Our testers and expert reviewers use a variety of methods and reference tests to evaluate Windows laptops. We look at design, weight, screen size and resolution, port location and all other special features such as touch screens or form 2-in-1 factors. For objective performance measures,
we use common tests such as PCMark, 3DMark, Cinebench and more to get scores for CPU and GPU capabilities. If relevant, we also fire up a challenging game to see frames per second during the game. Other factors we take into account are the strength and quality of wireless connectivity and sound quality. To test battery life, stream video with maximum brightness to measure the runtime, along with
general use throughout the day. Finally, we look at the value of design and competition to see how the laptop stacks up against rivals in similar price ranges. All laptops we test are purchased by us; none of the inspection units is provided by the manufacturer. David Beren is a tech writer with over 10 years of experience in the industry. I wrote and managed content for technology companies like T-Mobile,
Sprint and TracFone Wireless. Andrew Hayward is a Chicago-based writer who has been covering technology and video games since 2006. Its expertise includes smartphones, wearables, smart home devices, video games and esports. Alice Newcome-Beill is an avid gamer and has explored gaming systems for PC players and PCMag. Currently uses Lenovo Y740. Size – While having a 17-inch screen
on your laptop can be tempting, it will directly translate into the size of your laptop. Depending on how much travel you intend to do with your laptop, it can quickly become an inconvenience. Performance – Some higher-level computers may even give some desks a run for their money. While internal storage is important, which be extended via flash drives and external hard drives. Cpu and GPU GPU
Upgrade. Battery – One of the advantages of a laptop is the fact that you can take it wherever you want. But without a decent battery, you'll be lugging around the adapter too. If you're not ok leaving your laptop sitting around the house, you'll want something that can stand disconnected for more than 8 hours. Thanks for let us know! Tell us why! Why!
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